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Purpose: To provide guidance to the instructor in the expected completion of Minimum Company Standards
Ladders Section
Attic Access and Joist maneuvering: While utilizing the attic access/joist prop at the ETC, safely navigate
prop.
Second Story Access/VES: Utilizing ground ladders and forcible entry tools Ventilate, Enter and Search a
second story room. Completion of task may be accomplished at the ETC or acquired structure if available.
Completion of task shall be in accordance with RFD SOP 502 Rescue.
Victim Removal Using Rogers Pack: At ETC or an acquired structure remove victim from second floor
window utilizing Rogers Pack.
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
SCBA Failure and Emergency Operations: See attached JPR sheet.
SCBA Universal /RIC Connection: Coordinate with Truck Company to review RIT pack and connections for
the new Scott 5.5 SCBAs.
Fire Suppression Training
Forcible Entry Door Prop: Utilizing forcible entry tools and door prop at ETC, force an inward swing door.
While utilizing forcible entry tools and door prop at ETC force an outward swinging door.
Vertical Ventilation: Utilizing an acquired structure, as directed by the RFD Training Division perform
vertical ventilation skills in a safe manner.
Conduct Primary Search of a Structure: Utilizing ETC or an acquired structure conduct a rapid search of a
residential occupancy under limited visibility.
Conduct Secondary Search of a Structure: Utilizing ETC or an acquired structure conduct a thorough and
complete search of a residential occupancy under limited visibility.
Core Rescue
Chemical Name/Location: To be determined by company officer.
Rescue Knots: May be accomplished in quarters or at the ETC, to include figure 8, figure 8 on a bight, figure 8
follow through, inline 8, Canadian 8, butterfly knot, water knot and prussik knot.
Set up 3:1 Mechanical Advantage System: Construct a 3:1 Mechanical Advantage system utilizing an anchor
pack and RPM pack off of Rescue 5.
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